The present paper is a continuation of the article by J. von Neumann on Almost periodic functions in a group, I [l].f Its main object is to extend the theory of almost periodicity to those functions having values which are not numbers but elements of a general linear space L. For functions of a real variable this extension was begun by Bochner [2] , and then applied by him, see [3] , to a problem concerning partial differential equations.
In Part III we deduce the approximation theorem. Moreover, what is new also for numerical functions, we deduce summation theorems, that is to say, theorems concerning the construction of an almost periodic function of which only the Fourier expansion is given. For functions of Bohr these theorems were established by Bochner [5] .
FinaUy, in Part IV we consider the special case in which L is a Hilbert space, or the space of bounded linear transformations of a Hilbert space into itself. We particularly refer to Theorems 39 and 40. Theorem 39 treats one of the rare cases of a class of almost periodic functions for which the Fourier expansions may be completely characterized by direct properties. Theorem 40 implies a necessary and sufficient criterion for a locally compact separable group to be compact. We should also mention that for the Abelian addition group of all integers, R. H. Cameron, in an unpublished paper, has found a result which has some connection with our Theorem 39.
Part I. The mean-value
Let L be a convex topological space which we shall assume throughout to be topologically complete (cf. [4] , Definitions 1, 2b, and 10) ; and let ® denote a fixed arbitrary group. The elements of © will be denoted by a, b, c, ■ ■ • , x,y,z, • ■ ■ . Whenever a function is not specified, it will be tacitly assumed to be an element of Lb . (Lb is the set of all bounded functions with the domain ® and a range c L, cf. [4] , Definition 11. L* is a topologically complete convex topological set, cf. [4] , Theorem 18.) If FeL*, the "translated" functions raF = F(xa), laF = F(ax) also belong to Lb for any ae®. We shall denote by 9ÎP the set of all raF, and by %F the set of alUoTXae®).
will be denoted by Ap.
Theorem 1. Every constant function is almost periodic.
The proof is obvious. Theorem 2. If F is almost periodic, the set of ix, y)-functions Fa = Fixay) (e2®') is totally bounded (ae®).
Given UeU, we choose Fell, with V+V-VeU.
We choose elements bi, ■ ■ ■ , bn such that to any y there corresponds an index v=viy) for which Fizy) -Fizb,)eV (ze®).
(Remember for this, and for all discussions below, [4] , Definition 6.) Hence Fixay) -Fixab,)eV ix, ae®).
We consider the n functions F,ix) =Fixby). of L®", depending on the parameters a', • • • , a(a). The set of these functions is totally bounded in a', ■ • ■ , a(s).
It is easily seen that in this proof we may replace in z any set of consecutive factors which are all powers of variables or all powers of parameters by a new variable or a new parameter respectively (this may increase the indices gander). Thus we may assume that z has the form a'x'a"x" ■ • • or x'a'x"a" • • ■ . We denote the number of factors in z by k. For k = 2, our theorem holds by Definition 1, and we are going to apply induction from k to k+1. Denoting the product of the first k -1 factors in z by £, we have to dispose of two cases : (i) z = &a, (ii) z = £a#. A subscript to £ shall indicate that special values have been assigned to all parameters occurring in £.
In Case i we know that to each ¿7ell there correspond quantities &,•••,
£» with
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2) Fft*)íe(F(í.*) + n.
r-l (Cf. [4] , Definitions 6, 11.) Given í/e2I, let V+VcU. Replacing x by xa in (2) we get
We determine elements ax, • • • , am such that
Putting here z=%,x and substituting the result in (3), we obtain ffl n m n F(£*a)« © © (f (£"xa") + F' + F') c © © (F(^xaM) + £/'). If we consider also the elements c', • • ■ , c(r) as parameters, we get a larger set of functions «7®r which by Theorem 3 is totally bounded. But a subset of a totally bounded set is also totaUy bounded. is totally bounded; if we put x = 1 we find that the range of F is totally bounded. Theorem 6 follows from Theorem 5, since the functions fx+f2,fxft are uniformly continuous if fx and f2 run over totally bounded sets, the closure of such sets being compact and separable ( [4] , Theorem 11, Theorem 7, Definition 10, and Theorem 16).
Theorem 7. The set Ap is closed. which proves that 9Îf is totally bounded. Similarly, 8j? is totally bounded.
Corollary. If a sequence of almost periodic functions is uniformly convergent, the limit function is also almost periodic.
Theorem
8. If FeAp, the set S = ((SRf)oohv)oi has the following properties: (i) S cAp, (ii) S is compact and separable, (iii) S 00nv = 5. The same is true also for r=((8i-)conv)ol. The same is true if we replace 9? by 2. Remark. It follows from Theorem 9 that the relation G -3 F is equivalent to Ge((8J/f)conT)"i.
Theorem 10. F^G and G-322 imply F-3H.
This follows immediately from Theorem 9.
Theorem 11. If FeAp, and UeU, there is a G-3F, and anumber p~e,0, such that for H^G and ae® (cf. [4] , Definition 13), \\Bia)\\t = p.
We consider, for Keii$tp)eonv)ei, the numerical function
It is a continuous function; hence it assumes, on every compact separable set, a maximum and a minimum; and it is easily seen that, for Ai-3AS, ||Ai||y'5;||A2||r/'. Therefore, if G is an element for which (7) attains its minimum, and if p. denotes the minimum value, we have \\K\\u' = \\H\\t. = p, íoiK^ F-3G. We denote by S the range of F(x), and by T the set (Sconv)0i. S is totaUy bounded (compare the proof of Theorem 6). Hence by [4] , Theorems 11, 14, T is totally bounded too. If/ (eL) is a value of a function G^F, then/is a condensation point of elements of the form where pk is a number depending on k. The sets ((9t<?4)Conv)oi are monotonely decreasing as k-»°°, all closed and non-empty, and all subsets of the compact separable set ((9Îf)0oiiv)oi; thus they have a common element E. Relation (10) means that for any p and any x, ye®, the relation (ID \\Bix) -f\\w, = \\Hiy)-f\\tp holds for all/=/". The/" being dense, and the pseudo-metric being continuous, the relation (11) holds for all feT. Putting/=22(y) we obtain ||22(x) Biy)\\w,=0; hence Hix)-Hiy)eWp ip = l, 2, ■ ■ ■) (cf. [4] , Definition 13); hence 22(z)= 22(y). We denote the constant value of the function H of Theorem 12 by <p.
Since ($aV)oonv is separable, and H is an element of its closure, H is the limit of a sequence of (equal or different) elements of (SRjOeonv Hence the corollary. In (13) we replace y by b,y, multiply the equation by ß" and sum over v. We obtain, using [4] , Theorem 12, m n n X £ aJrFixaJb,y) -faJ2 ßtVc2V.
Similarly, if in (14) we replace x by xa^ multiply by aß and sum over ju, we get m n m ¿2 E a,ßyGixa,byy) -Xe¿2<x»Vc2V. The case A7 = 2 was treated in the proof of Theorem 14, and the same argument can be used to extend our statement from N to N+l. If the sets Fiax, by), Fixa, yb) are totally bounded for ae®, be®', then the sets Fiax, y), Fixa, y), which are parts of them, are totally bounded for ae®. Hence Fix, y) is almost periodic in x for fixed y. Similarly, if we interchange x and y, Fix, y) is almost periodic in y for fixed x.
Given UeU, choose Fell, with F+Fc U, and elements ai, ■ ■ ■ , am, bi,
• ■ • , bn, such that Hence Gix) is almost periodic, and similarly 77(y). In order to prove the first half of (15) we have only to show that the "mean" NF = MxiMyF) satisfies the conditions 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, of Theorem 16. But this is easily verified; for instance, in the case of the first half of condition 7, we have \\NF\\u = \\MxiMvFix,y))\\t = Mx(\\MvFix, y)\\t) = MxMy(\\F\\t-) = N(\\F\\t) (cf. [l ] , Theorem 10). Similarly for the second half of (15).
Part II. Fourier expansions which again belongs to Ap.
Theorem 19. <pXF is linear in <j> and in F, and associative: (faX4dXF = <p X(faXF).
The first follows from Theorem 16, 2, 3. The second follows from the following formal calculations, each step of which is justified by one of the foregoing theorems:
<t> X (P X F) = Mvifaxy-^M^yz-^Fiz))) = MvMt(faxy-1)P(yz-1)F(z)) = M,My(<b(xy-l)P(yz-1)F(z)) = Mt(Mv(faxy-')P(yz^))F(z)), and substituting yz for y, = M,(My(<j>(xz-1y-1)P(y))F(z)) = M,Mu(<b(xz-iy-l)P(y)Fiz)) = Mly,t)ifaxy~1z~l)Piz)Fiy)). 
On the other hand, it follows from (18) that
Combining (17), (19), (20), we obtain, for any be®', We may assume xi(%) real, otherwise we replace it by (xiW + XiO*))/^. After that, we may assume it ~\±0, otherwise %i(#)+8 satisfies (22) 1. Mi^iaF))=aMiL\¡F), aeL.
2. MiD"iF+G)) =MiD,J?)+MiD"G). T-l it follows that DP"XF vanishes for any (7), p, a). Hence <j>XF = 0 for any special weight function. But F is the limit of such functions (Theorem 23).
Therefore F = 0.
Part III. Theorems on approximation and summation Theorem 27. (Approximation Theorem.) 7/F is almost periodic, it is the limit of a sequence of finite linear aggregates of the form^fD^ withfeL. More precisely, if DN, N = 1,2,3, ■ ■ ■ , are the representations occurring in the Fourier expansion of F, if the sN are their respective degrees, there exist elements Ín.pc °f 7 im = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■) such that for each m only a finite number of them is 9*0, and that F is the limit, for »&-»•<», of the finite aggregates Fm = usi' z/;.^).
F is the limit of a sequence Fm=(pmXF, each <pm being a special weight function. Using (25) we find that this sequence has the property stated in the theorem.
Theorem 28. Let the sequence Fm, m = l, 2, 3, • • • , be part of a totally bounded or compact set of Ap. In order that the sequence have a limit it is sufficient that it be formally convergent.
As the' closure of a totally bounded set is compact (cf. [4] , Theorem 11 and Definition 10), it is sufficient to consider the second case. Owing to the compactness, the sequence has at least one condensation point, and, using the compactness again, we have to show that it has no more than one condensation point. Otherwise there would exist two subsequences FPm, F"m of Fm, having two different limits, G and 77 respectively. The Fourier expansion of G is the formal limit of the Fourier expansions of the sequence FPm, and therefore, the sequence Fm being formally convergent, of the sequence Fm.
Similarly, the Fourier expansion of 77 is the formal limit of the expansions of the sequence Fm. Thus G and 77 have the same Fourier expansion, and by Theorem 26, G = 77, which contradicts our hypothesis. In order that a function F of Ap be a class function, it is necessary and sufficient that its Fourier expansion be a class series.
We have Hence the properties 1 and 2 of our theorem are fulfilled. Using (31) we conclude from Theorem 24, 4, that for any F whose Fourier expansion contains no other representations than the given ones, the sequence 4>mXF converges formally to F. By Theorem 21, this sequence is part of the compact set ((5Kp)conv)ci. Thus we may apply Theorem 28, and this proves property 3.
The second half of Theorem 30 is an immediate consequence of the first half.
Definition 11. A system of irreducible normal representations will be called a module ÜÖ? if it contains with every representation its complex conjugate, and the Fourier series of the product of any two occurring representation coefficients contains no other representations than the given ones* A module will be called countable if it contains only a finite or enumerable number of representations.
* If D11, D1* are any two normal representations, then, in the sense in which these symbols are used in the theory of group-representations, the direct product DMDN is a finite sum 2Zc¥"Dr p (the cf are the "composition coefficients"). Hence the product of any two representation coefficients has a finite Fourier expansion.
Lemma 3. There is always a smallest module containing a given set of representations; if the given set is countable, then so is also the smallest module.
Consider all finite subsystems of the given set of representation coefficients and their complex conjugates and form all possible power-products with them. The totality of the representations occurring in their Fourier series is the desired module.
Definition 12. Given any moduWSSlyWe shall denote by {'Hit] the set of Ap consisting of those functions whose Fourier expansion contains no other representations than those occurring inW.
Theorem 31. Givenffll, the set {5DÎ} has the following properties: (ii) 0|c*|l, lim r" = 1.
As in the proof of Theorem 30, we choose the eN^0 such that the series (27) is uniformly convergent, and construct the special weight functions <pi, (p2, ■ ■ ■ mentioned therein.
By Theorem 30 these c/>i, <J>2, • ■ ■ have the properties (i), (ii) of our theorem, so we need prove only that they belong to {SDÎ}.
As fix) belongs to {ffl}, for every finite subset di, 
Part IV. Applications to Hilbert space
In this section we shall assume L to be either a Hilbert space §, or the space 53 of all bounded transformations in §. We shall consider these spaces with the help of the various topologies which have been discussed in [4] , Chapter IV, as well as in the places quoted there. According to whether we consider § in the topology based on the neighborhoods Ui or U2, we shall denote £ by §i or £2 respectively. As for S8, corresponding to the neighborhoods U3, U4, IXt, we shall denote it by 933, S84, 336, respectively.
Theorem 36. (a) If Fix) e § is almost periodic in $, it is also almost periodic in §f. iß) If Fix) e33* is almost periodic in $$f it is also almost periodic in 33 4, and (7) if it is almost periodic in 93 4 it is also almost periodic in 33 6 .
(5) Fix) is almost periodic in !&f if and only if the numerical function (F(x), g), which is the inner product of F(x) with the constant geÍQ, is almost periodic for every ge §.
(e) F(x) is almost periodic in $34 if and only if F(x)f, that is, the value of F(x) operated upon the constant fe^, is almost periodic in §1 for every fe^.
(f) F(x) is almost periodic in 33 6 if and only if F(x)f is almost periodic in §f for every fe!Q, that is, if and only if the numerical function (F(x)f, g) is almost periodic for every pair f, g, e §.
Ad (a). The topology of §2 is weaker than the topology of §1. More precisely: to any i/2eU2 there corresponds a UxeXXx such that Ux c U2. Hence, if a set S c £> is totally bounded in §1 it is also totally bounded in ^>2. And this proves the proposition, if we remember Definition 1.
Ad (ß) and (7). A similar argument as ad (a). Ad (b). Let S be any set of i$b. If ge!Q we denote by S" the set of numerical functions (F(x), g), FeS, and for any finite number of elements gi, • -" j gneÍQ we denote by S",."n the set of «-dimensional vector functions with components (Fix), gx), • • • , (F(x), gn), FeS. It is easy to see that S is totally bounded in §f if and only if aU sets S"" ..., "" are totally bounded. On the other hand, we have to prove that S is totaUy bounded in £>2 if and only if all Sa are totally bounded. Thus it is sufficient to prove that, for a fixed S, the total boundedness of all sets Ss implies the total boundedness of aU sets S"" ... ,ffn. This follows from [4] , Theorem 9, if we observe that a vector {</>i, ■ • • , </>"} may be considered as a continuous function of its components <px, ■ ■ ■ , <j>n in the obvious topology of vector spaces.
Ad (e) and (f). A similar argument as ad (5).
Theorem 37. Let Fix) be an almost periodic function, its Fourier expansion being (fhroughout this part, we will write the Fourier coefficients api(7>) without the factors sD, the degree of D) Remembering the definition of a""(Z)), it is sufficient to prove
in the case of (36), and
in the case (37) ; (38) follows from their combination. The mean with respect to the strong topology ( §i or 584) has, a fortiori, all the properties of the mean in the weak topology (£>2 or 33 5). Hence, by the uniqueness property of the mean (Theorem 17), it is sufficient to consider the cases of weak topology. In these cases the relations (39), (40) follow by a new application of Theorem 17, since iMxFix), g) and iMxFix))f have the properties required in this theorem. The first half of the theorem follows from the fact that, for a fixed a, aF and Fa are continuous functions of F in each of the topologies 333, 33é, 33s. The second half (in the case of aF) follows from Theorem 37, Formula (38), if, in the formula of our statement connecting the expansions of aF and F, we apply (38) and then replace F,f, g by aF,f, g in the left-hand member, and by F, f, a*gia* is the adjoint of a) in the right-hand member and compare the results; in the case of Fa we replace F, f, g by Fa, f, g and by F, af, g respectively. Theorem 40. Let the group ® be a metric, locally compact, separable space in which the product xy is a continuous function of (x, y). We consider in ® a right invariant Haar measure and the Hilbert space & consisting of all Lebesgue measurable functions of integrable square in ®, and let Xix) denote, for each x, the unitary operator which transforms every element fit) e § into f if x).
In order that ® be compact it is necessary and sufficient that Xix) be an almost periodic function o/33?.
Obviously X(x) has the properties Xix)-i = £(*)*, Zixy) = Zix) Ziy), SE(1) = 1.
It follows easily that %ix) is continuous in the topology 33b.
If ® is compact, every continuous function is almost periodic and this proves the necessity of our condition. Conversely, let Zix) be almost periodic. We consider its Fourier expansion and the complete orthonormal system i/v(77) constructed in the remark to Theorem 39. Consider one of its nonempty subsystems (45) and denote it by fa-, ■ ■ ■ , fa. By the last relation of the remark we have (53) Fix)fait) = faixt) = Z DTpix)fait), T except perhaps for a /-set of measure 0, depending on x. By the theorem of Fubini there is a value t = tQ for which (53) holds for all x except a set of measure 0. As Dix) is unitary we obtain Zkp(^o)i2 = z\uh)\2 = c. p p
Upon integrating over @, the left side gives sD whereas the right side is C times the total measure of ®. Thus jb>0 implies that C9*0 and that the total measure of © is finite. If the total measure of ® is finite there cannot exist an e0 > 0 and an infinite number of points on ® any two of which have a distance >€o. This implies that ® is totally bounded. Being locally compact, ® is also complete. Hence the compactness of ®.
